
Styling Your
Rental Property

As a tenant, styling your rental home can be tricky becauseAs a tenant, styling your rental home can be tricky because
there are only a limited number of alterations that you canthere are only a limited number of alterations that you can
make. Also, you should be able to justify the amount of timemake. Also, you should be able to justify the amount of time
spent on decorating a home in which you will be residingspent on decorating a home in which you will be residing

temporarily. Here are some tips that can display yourtemporarily. Here are some tips that can display your
personality in the interiors of the rental home:personality in the interiors of the rental home:

Choose Adaptable Furniture Pieces

Don’t buy furniture items which exactly fit into your
current rental property. This can put you into trouble
when you relocate to another home. It is best to buy
modular furniture pieces that offer sufficient storage
spaces and can easily fit in most room sizes.

Get Stylish Light Fixtures

Nowadays the market is flooded with innate light
fixtures in all styles and sizes. Make attractive and
budget-friendly change in the lighting of your home
to make it stand out from other rental properties.

Focus On Hardware

Making simple changes such as changing cabinet
hardware in the kitchen and bathroom can go a long
way in adding a stylish look to your rental home. All
you need to do is keep the original pieces intact so
that they can be swapped back when you move out.

Line Your Cabinets

Lining your cabinets not only adds a neat and clean
look but also hides any worn out cabinets. You can
easily use adhesive liners or install a softer grip liner
to protect your glassware.

Change The Window Coverings

Dreary or uninspiring window coverings can make your
home look dull and boring. You can upgrade to new
curtains in your rental property to make it look more
inviting. Even simple roller blinds work perfectly.

Avoid Wallpaper

Since wallpapers are difficult to remove, it is best to
avoid them while decorating your rental property. In
case you want a patterned look on the wall, opt for
removable wallpapers or look for other handy options.
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